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- SRPG Studio is a smartphone game company aiming to create mobile games. - It currently have
two products, SRPG Studio and SRPG Studio 2. - SRPG Studio is a nice game that have different

systems, such as "tutorial", "training" and "quest". - SRPG Studio 2 is a 2D military strategic RPG
game with a wide range of units. - It has cuter graphics and is complete in game. - It is not a sequel
of SRPG Studio. Story In the world of "history" you don't know anything. In the "future" your friend

goes to the "retro" time, and goes to the past, and then the past goes to the "future" again. ----- The
game starts in a "present" time. A thief and a kid are involved in the war between two kingdoms. In
the "present" and "future" there are relations. ----- - Class1: The thief is getting ready to steal from

the "past" and go to the "future". - Class2: The kid is getting ready to go to the "past" and then go to
the "future". About the thief. - Thief: The thief that gets to the "present" time and is later in the

"future" goes to time. - Character: Character data for the character that runs in the game. (This is
nothing but the data for the character.) - STR: Strength. - DEX: Dexterity. - INT: Intelligence. - WIS:
Willpower. - SPE: Spirit. - PP: Physical Performance. - ST: Speed. - PT: Coordination. - PTG: Speed for
movement. - DO: Endurance. - DE: Damage. - HE: Hiten(HP). - AG: ATK. - DEF: ATK. - ATE: ATK for

movement. - DEFG: ATK for movement and dodging. - DF: Dodge. - DFG: Dodge for movement and
dodging. - LUK: Luck. - MAXSUM: Maximum sum of STR, DEX and INT. - AT: Maximum of ATK when

ATTACKING. - ATE: Maximum of ATK when ATTACKED. - RAT: Maximum of ATK when ARMING. - RATE:
Maximum of ATK when RAGE.
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Features Key:
High quality school tiles (3D models, textures, etc.)

Can be used with other RPG Maker maps to build schools
Supports all font types and can be displayed in any resolution

RPG Maker VX Ace - Futuristic School Tiles System requirements

DirectX 9.0 or better
RPG Maker VX Ace
Edit fix files (zip) for all fonts
Supported fonts: Papyrus, Gothic, Tahoma, and Times New Roman
Zoom in and out of the map to make it fit in your game.

Related to these files:

Make your map library fill the available space. This includes adding more tiles and deleting wall and
floor tiles.
Beware that some items, like the pen, may become hidden
High quality school tiles
Save the game even if your map is completely empty. Only save if it was completely empty before
making the tiles added.

(None yet)

Suggested RPG Maker map size (square meters):

Between 1500 and 2500 for a good school map.

Suggested floor tile size:

2 x 2

Some ideas of school map content:

Hallway with lockers
Vending machine with items
Meditation area
Lounge

(None yet)

Suggested Future RPG Maker game:

Hide and Seek

Some ideas of Future RPG Maker game content:

Tower
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